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This is a version of the three-card “daily draw” spread that uses “foundation” cards connected via their assigned decans to the key features 

of the astrological birth chart (Ascending sign, Sun sign  and Moon sign). Locate the “pip” card assigned to the decan for each of the three 

zodiacal degrees, along with the elemental court card for that decan, and place them in the related position of the top row as “lower” and 

“higher” expressions of that personality trait; each decan card will supply a secondary planet associated by sign with the key feature, with 

which it can be read as a figurative “natal conjunction.” This series is the “personality anchor” for the spread and stays the same from day 

to day. At the start of the day, draw three cards for the second row to judge where your successes and challenges may lie in the day ahead; 

draw a fourth “wild card” and place it face-down to the right. Each daily card will have an element, sign or planet that will overlay and 

interact with the astrological qualities of the decan cards. Read all of the cards except the “wild card” in vertical triplets first, and then read 

just the three daily cards modified by the decan cards as a horizontal series to create a “response profile” for the day's activities; the decan 

cards set the behavioral “tone” while the daily cards provide harmonious or dissonant accents. When done and before turning over the “wild

card,” decide on a single area for which you would like greater depth of insight. Reveal the “wild card” and read it in connection with the 

cards in the selected area.


